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c360 Acquired by Respected Microsoft Dynamics Management Group
New c360 Solutions will expand CRM product offerings, add new services
ATLANTA – January 31, 2012 -- One of the industry’s most experienced and respected Microsoft Dynamics CRM
management groups announced today that it has acquired c360 from CDC Software. The company – now
known as c360 Solutions – is a leading global supplier of Microsoft Dynamics tools, utilities and applications with
more than 2,200 clients and a reseller network in excess of 500 partners worldwide.
“We are very excited to bring c360 under our management,” said Whit McIsaac, CEO of c360 Solutions. “With a
proven track record of delivering world-class, customer-focused productivity tools and our management team’s
success within the Dynamics CRM vertical market space, we see exciting opportunities for c360 Solutions. The
new approach with the business will focus on complementing the c360 products with a full set of Dynamics CRM
professional services to provide one of the very few full-service partners in the marketplace.”
c360 Solutions is aggressively expanding its portfolio of Microsoft Dynamics CRM add-ons, utilities and tools for
both on-premise and online implementations. The company is also launching a new line of services, offering
expertise in consulting, custom application development, implementation, marketing automation, and data
migration.
c360 Solution’s new management group, led by Whit McIsaac, Dave Hutchinson and Gary Mills, has been
building applications on top of Microsoft Dynamics CRM since the early days of version 3.0. Prior to their new
venture, this team was recognized with some of the most prestigious Microsoft Partner awards, including:









Dynamics CRM Professional Services Partner of the Year (three consecutive years)
Development Partner of the Year - Independent Software Vendor
Dynamics EPG Partner of the Year
Dynamics Partner Advisory Counsel
Dynamics Cloud Partner Advisory Counsel
Microsoft Quantum Leap Partner
President’s Club
Inner Circle

"We could not be happier. We have been looking for a platform to take our new Dynamics products to market
and searching for a company that could benefit from the experience of our CRM development team,” said Dave
Hutchinson, Executive Vice President & COO. “And lastly, we have been looking for an organization that can
benefit from our rich Microsoft relationships. c360 was a perfect fit for our future plans."
For more information about c360 Solutions, go to www.c360.com.
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